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Henrik Erametsa (M.Sc. in Mechanical Engineering), Head of Aviation
Regulation, Neste, based in Espoo Finland.
From 2014-16 he was Head of US Federal Affairs, based in Washington
DC. Henrik is Co-Chair of the EU Biofuels FlightPath 2020 initiative.
Angelica HULL, CEO, SWEDISH BIOFUELS
The professor Angelica Hull wanted to become a doctor, but became a
chemistry professor and entrepreneur. Now, Swedish-Russian Angelica Hull
has something that all the world's airlines want for meeting their enormous
environmental challenges - an innovative technology for producing
Sustainable Aviation Fuel Stéphane THION, Head of Biogas and Sustainable
Aviation and Marine Biofuels, TOTAL

Originally from Oldham, England Robert is a career civil servant with the
European Commission in Brussels, having joined in 1986. For over twenty
years he has worked in the Directorate General responsible for Transport, with
legislative experience in land, air and maritime sectors. Following the events
of 11 September 2001 he worked in transport security, originally in aviation
security where he was directly involved in the development and adoption of
all E.U. legislation in that field. In September 2010 he was promoted to the
post of Head of Unit responsible for Maritime and Land Transport Security. In
October 2016, as part of an internal reorganisation of DG MOVE, Robert took
over as Head of Unit for transport research and innovation

Stéphane Thion is the Head of Biogas and Sustainable Aviation and Marine
Fuels from Total. Total launched earlier this year La Mède biorefinery, the
first world-class facility of its type in France and one of the largest in
Europe, aims to meet the growing demand for biofuels.
Bruno MILLER, Managing Director – Fuels, FULCRUM
BIOENERGY
Bruno leads Fulcrum’s fuel marketing and delivery activities, including
identifying and securing fuel offtake and strategic investment transactions
with companies in the aviation and oil industries. Prior to joining Fulcrum,
Bruno was a Principal for Metron Aviation where he worked with global
airlines, the National Academy of Sciences, the FAA and NASA.

